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Executive Summary
This deliverable is the outcome of the fourth task in WP2 and it presents the plan for the delivery of
the integrated DISRUPT platform prototype. This plan provides the roadmap for the development
activities that the project should follow in order to produce a fully functional platform, which
addresses the requirements for the management of disruptions in smart manufacturing ecosystems.
Following a coherent strategy for the integration of the DISRUPT modules among each other and with
the external world, the deliverable offers guidance on how the technical specifications and the
reference architecture are realized through the intended implementation work. More specifically, the
document analyses the integration requirements as they are reflected in the description of the
DISRUPT functionalities and presents a set of activities that should be fulfilled so that DISRUPT
delivers the integrated platform that assists stakeholders in managing decision making in smart
manufacturing ecosystems.
The document sets the boundaries for the integration of the DISRUPT modules by presenting the
context of use for the DISRUPT platform. As such, it builds on top of the business and technical
project requirements and presents the way that the DISRUPT capabilities will be able to integrated
into the operational environments of the two pilot users, namely CRF and ARCELIK, which are the
early adopters of the proposed solution. Although these pilot users may use different technologies,
the integrated platform is developed in a way that the integration of the individual functions can work
as much as possible close to a plug and play scenario without the need for major customisations.
The plan for the DISRUPT integration is driven by the data that the project should collect and process
from the existing enterprise information systems. Thus, the deliverable specifies a data-driven
integration plan, in which both data semantics and data synchronization are fundamental in the
correct implementation of the analytics and decision-support processes. The characteristics of the
information involved in the implementation of the interfaces among two or more modules, such as
the data size and type, affect this integration plan. This is apparent in the current document, in which
we describe how the general integration plan is instantiated for the two DISRUPT pilot scenarios.
In summary, the main outcome is the integration plan, which will drive the project development
activities in WP5. In that respect, this plan provides guidance on how the intended scenarios for the
DISRUPT platform can be realized in terms of the interconnection of the individual modules and the
functions that are presented to the stakeholders. This plan will be customised to accommodate pilot
specific requirements, while the CloudBoard specifications for the mock-up prototype screens will be
exploited to run business validation tests with the intended target stakeholders and, thus, assist in
the development of sustainable exploitation scenarios for the DISRUPT platform and the individual
modules.
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1 Introduction
This document is the public report for the specification of the DISRUPT platform integration plan,
which analyses the requirements and the activities to be developed in DISRUPT in order to deliver the
relevant platform for managing decision making in smart manufacturing ecosystems.

Purpose and Scope
This deliverable presents the integration strategy and the plan to deliver the integrated platform. The
scope of the document is to provide guidance on the integration activities in WP5 by providing the
connection of the DISRUPT specifications and the reference architecture design with the
implementation efforts.
The DISRUPT integration strategy is unfolding on the requirements of the platform to address the
needs of modern ICT solutions in the area of smart manufacturing. Being a research and innovation
action project, DISRUPT gives emphasis on understanding the context of integration with respect to
the business requirements of the two pilot users, namely CRF and ARCELIK, which are the early
adopters of the solution. Even these two pilot cases may differ on the use of current technologies, as
DISRUPT aims to provide an integrated platform that will be close as possible a plug and play
scenario without the need for major customisations. This strategic goal implies that DISRUPT is based
on open standards that are widely used in the manufacturing industry and minimize the risk for a
vendor lock-in or low interoperability scenarios with existing enterprise information systems.
DISRUPT is data driven. Thus, the integration of the DISRUPT modules into the platform should also
consider the need for data integration across the different functions. A data-driven integration plan is
specified in this document, in which both data semantics and data synchronization are fundamental in
the correct implementation of the analytics and decision-support processes. The role of data in the
specification of the DISRUPT integration plan is more apparent if one thinks of the information
viewpoint that we presented in Deliverable D2.2 and is further analysed in this document. The type of
data involved in the exchange of information among the software components significantly affects the
decisions for the integration of the various modules into the DISRUPT platform.

Relation to other Work Packages
This deliverable mainly affects the activities performed in WP5. The deliverable builds on top of the
findings in this WP2 and especially the outcome of the DISRUPT Deliverables D2.1 and D2.2. By
delivering the integration plan, this document provides guidance on how the intended scenarios of
use for the DISRUPT platform can be implemented in terms of the interconnection of the individual
modules, which affects the work in D2.5. On top of that, the pilot scenarios, as they have been
introduced in WP1, provide the baseline for the integration requirements in this plan. The need for
platform customization to meet the expectations of different manufacturing sectors reflects the
importance of the work in the definition of the pilot scenarios (in WP1) in the specification of the
integration plan (done in this document).
To some extent, the work in this deliverable influences the exploitation activities in WP6, since the
identification of integration requirements and the interoperability scenarios between the modules
drive the licensing approaches for the DISRUPT modules and the exploitation potentials that need to
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be developed by each module owner. Furthermore, the specification of mock-up screens for the
Cloudboard comprises an initial step for establishing a communication channel with the market
representatives, in which the DISRUPT exploitation team can build on sustainable exploitation
scenarios for the platform itself.

Structure of the Document
This deliverable is structured as follows:


Section 2 sets the context of the integration plan by instantiating the DISRUPT reference
architecture for the implementation of the intended application scenarios. In detail, this section
works on top of the output of the technical specifications and the architectural design and
analyses the DISRUPT design time and runtime functions. This analysis emphasizes on the role of
the individual modules in the implementation of the functions and the related information that
needs to be exchanged between the modules so that each scenario is accomplished.



Section 3 identifies the integration needs between the DISRUPT modules and with the external
information systems. It also analyses DISRUPT to identify whether the platform requires to be
deployed in the cloud (as any cloud deployment model), which would raise further requirements
to be addressed in the integration plan. Then, this section concludes with the activities that
should be performed in order to realise the integration, as well as their prioritization, based on
various criteria.



Section 4 presents the integration plan. First, it describes the process that the project adopts
towards the integration of the modules and the deployment of the platform capabilities. The plan
for the delivery of the integrated DISRUPT capabilities are, then, analysed, using as reference the
project milestones for the delivery of the integrated approach. Due to the nature of the project,
the integration plan is customized to the pilot cases, since specific integration activities are pilot
dependent. Finally, the section describes the steps for the deployment and the maintenance of
the DISRUPT platform.



Section 5 makes an update of the mock screens that were introduced in Deliverable D1.4 about
the user requirements. Essentially, the specifications of the CloudBoard in terms of the expected
interactions of the DISRUPT platform with the target stakeholders has been one of the objectives
of this task T2.4, although the resulting work has been reported in other deliverables as well.
Thus, this section presents the mock-up prototype screens for the FCA/CRF and the ARCELIK use
cases.



Finally, Section 6 concludes this document and summarises the link with the other DISRUPT
activities, especially for the development of the respective platform and the integration of
components.

Contribution to the scientific and business objectives
From a business perspective, the contents of this deliverable guide the development of the DISRUPT
platform, thus facilitating one of the main project objectives for a multi-sided, cloud-based
platform that allows large corporations and SMEs to reduce time, costs or resource
consumption and respond to unexpected events, fluctuations in consumer demand,
massively customised products and global competition. The integration activities and the
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respective plan describe how the analytics, simulation and optimisation technologies will be
integrated into a unified monitoring, control and decision support system.
Further to the above, this deliverable contributes to the implementation of the project scientific
objectives. More specifically, the integration scenarios reported in this document aim to provide the
means for the validation of the DISRUPT service- and event-driven architecture. The
integration plan emphasizes on the development of a reference implementation for the DISRUPT
platform, which serves a multi-sided market ecosystem allowing partly decentralised
planning and control of production processes and systems and advances the collaboration
of different factory automation components.
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2 Instantiation of the DISRUPT Reference Architecture
As we reported in Deliverables D2.1 [1] and D2.2 [2], DISRUPT aims to support automation in
decision making for smart manufacturing through a set of functions that span across design-time and
runtime capabilities for the DISRUPT platform. In this section, we instantiate these capabilities for the
implementation of the two use cases in the automotive and the consumer electronics industrial
sectors. We, specifically, present the involvement of each DISRUPT module in the implementation of
the capabilities, from the perspective of both the information and the physical viewpoints, using the
UML language, which was initially exploited in D2.2.
The functions for the operation of the DISRUPT platform build a continuous operational cycle for the
management of disruptions in smart manufacturing environments. The role of DISRUPT in modern
smart manufacturing ecosystems is explained in the information viewpoint, which is presented in
Figure 2-1 and provides an updated version of this viewpoint with respect to the one included in
D2.2.
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We, hereby, remind to the reader the physical viewpoint of Figure 2-2, which we first introduced in
D2.2. The only difference lies on the distribution of the Analytics module on the data scientist side to
facilitate the offline function that we present in Section 2.3 for the specification of event patterns.

Figure 2-2: Physical view of the DISRUPT platform reference architecture using a UML deployment
diagram.

The scope of this section is to clarify the needs for integrating different modules in the context of the
DISRUPT capabilities. The respective integration requirements will be detailed in Section 3.

Modelling of manufacturing knowledge
In this function, DISRUPT introduces the Modelling module, which implements the Industrial Business
Process Management (IBPM) framework, as this was described in the DISRUPT Deliverable D2.2 [2]
and was further analysed in the DISRUPT Deliverable D3.1 [3][4]. The objective of this function is to
provide the means for representing the knowledge about the manufacturing operations and processes
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in machine-readable models, which can, subsequently, be used at runtime to govern the interactions
between various software components toward the implementation of the intended decision
management scenarios in DISRUPT.
This function is mostly realized through the capabilities of the Modelling module for creating,
processing, managing and presenting abstract meta-models and the manufacturing models. From an
integration perspective, we are interested only in the use of the already defined meta-models (as part
of the work in Deliverable D2.2) for the specification of models. Thus, an expert in the manufacturing
domain is using the Modelling module in this DISRUPT function to manage the following models:


Processes and Layout models: The design of the manufacturing (production and supply
chain) processes and the respective layouts (plant floor, warehouse, and docking stations layout,
etc.).



KPI models: The definition of the Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) and the associated metrics,
which relate to the monitoring and assessment of the process level models.



Decision models: The description of the experience and knowledge in managing the
manufacturing processes and the definition of rules for decision-making.

Through the production of models in the Modelling module, the outcome of this DISRUPT function is
a list of machine-readable models, which represent the manufacturing knowledge and can be used in
other DISRUPT modules.
In Figure 2-3, we present the part of the DISRUPT information viewpoint (see Figure 2-1) for the
function regarding the modelling of the manufacturing knowledge. The figure graphically summarises
the scope of this function.

Figure 2-3: The function for modelling of the manufacturing knowledge.

As shown there, the modelling tool is used to produce models. The module is accessible from the
device of the end user, as presented in the physical viewpoint of Figure 2-2. This means that these
models have to be delivered (and stored) in the DISRUPT platform environment.

Configuring the DISRUPT components
This function refers to the establishment of a common understanding for the different types of
resources, which are produced and/or processed inside the DISRUPT environment. More specifically,
the knowledge extracted from the activities in the previous function (see Section 2.1) is to be shared
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among different modules in DISRUPT. This is normally done at the set-up of the different DISRUPT
modules, which have to be configured, based on the models.
This function engages the Modelling module, which extracts the models in formats that can be
consumed by other modules. Such modules are:


The Simulation module, which executes simulation jobs for a simulation model. This model
integrates information about the manufacturing process models and the respective layout, as well
as the interrelated KPIs, upon which the simulation jobs will produce results.



The Optimisation module, which runs optimisation algorithms for both the production scheduling
and the logistics operations. This module must exploit the knowledge produced from the
Modelling module, with respect to the current production scheduling operations and the
alternative processes, which could run inside a manufacturing organisation.



The Cloud Controller, which deploys the set of models produced from the Modelling module in
order to orchestrate the DISRUPT runtime functions at different levels. In that respect, the
correlation of the models for the manufacturing processes and layouts, the relevant KPIs and the
knowledge for the decision automation shall be represented in the Cloud Controller in a way that
this module effectively governs the implementation of the DISRUPT runtime functions, according
to these models.



The Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) module, which is configured to automatically generate events
related to a new KPI that is defined in the respective models from the Modelling module.



Finally, the Complex Event Processing (CEP) module, which is configured, based on the KPI
models to set up deterministic rules that can identify events, disruptions and anomalies in the
operation of the manufacturing processes and recognise any deviations from their expected
behaviour.

Through the use of the models for the configuration of the DISRUPT modules, this function provides
a ready to use environment for managing disruptions identified across the manufacturing operations
and processes and supporting decision-making, subject to the domain knowledge and the more
comprehensive analysis of the data collected from these processes.
This function is implemented, through the flow of the DISRUPT information presented in Figure 2-4.
In this figure, we illustrate the use of the models to configure the five DISRUPT components. The
depiction in Figure 2-4 demonstrates the distribution of the knowledge being reflected in these
models to the various DISRUPT modules.
Furthermore, considering the physical viewpoint of Figure 2-2, it is evident that the models should be
communicated to the referred modules through the DISRUPT environment. The respective module,
which will be allocated the responsibility for storing and distributing the models, should be able to
provide the necessary interfaces with these modules.
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Figure 2-4: The function for configuring the DISRUPT components.

Performing analytics to define Event Prediction Patterns
This function is performed offline and refers to domain experts and data scientists being responsible
for analysing the type of manufacturing data involved in DISRUPT. The objective of this function is to
exploit the advances in the field of data analytics and offer the DISRUPT stakeholders the capability
to analyse the trends of the data collected from multiple sources in their manufacturing environment.
Through this function, DISRUPT will support the extraction of patterns for the prediction of disruptive
events, by observing the data evolution and the data dependencies from past transactions.
The data required for this DISRUPT function is collected through the Data Collection Framework
module. The intended stakeholders (domain experts and data scientists) are offered the Data
Analytics module, which allows them to explore the data evolution and dependencies, by applying
machine learning and other artificial intelligence technologies, and eventually train models to define
patterns on the expected behaviour of the manufacturing processes. The function depends on the
volume and the quality of the data collected from the respective Information and Communication
Technologies (ICT) systems. These patterns can, subsequently, be fed into the prediction engine of
the Analytics module. This engine exploits the data streams collected through the function presented
in Section 2.4 and predicts disruptive events, according to the process, which is described in Section
2.5.
This offline process customises the information viewpoint of the DISRUPT reference architecture, as
we present in Figure 2-5. The function deals with manufacturing and supply chain data, which is
provided in a batch form for analysis. In the relevant physical viewpoint of the DISRUPT reference
architecture in Figure 2-2, we demonstrate that this function spans across different environments,
from the data scientist end device, which accesses the data trends to specify the event prediction
patterns, to the DISRUPT environment that offers the batch data and stores these patterns for
enactment at runtime in the Analytics module (through the function we present in Section 2.5).
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Figure 2-5: The function for performing analytics to define event prediction patterns.

Collecting and Aggregating Multisource, Multiscale and Multivariant Data
As we described in Deliverable D4.1 [5], DISRUPT employs a Data Collection Framework (DCF)
platform, which is responsible for the acquisition, collection and management of multisource,
multiscale and multi-variant data from a factory and supply chain environment. This DISRUPT module
acts as a data acquisition broker, which interfaces the DISRUPT platform with any data produced
from the legacy Enterprise Information Systems (EIS), the cyber-physical infrastructures and other
Internet of Things (IoT) systems, which are being operated continuously in the targeted
manufacturing ecosystem. Thus, the objective of the function is to support, at runtime, the retrieval
of disperse data from both the manufacturing and supply chain operations and to provide a uniform
structure of this data for the event detection functions (see Section 2.5).
As we described in D2.2 [2] and analysed in D4.1 [5], the project employs a lambda-based approach
at the connection with the external world. This is instructed by the nature of DISRUPT to analyse
multisource, multiscale and multi-variant data. Thus, this function is realised through two separate
data collection flows. In the first one, a periodic collection of data from existing EIS is triggered, in
which the required datasets are acquired in a batch form. This implies that DCF has already
established interfaces with the existing EIS, in order to be able to apply the appropriate queries for
manufacturing data. In the second flow, we mainly focus on CPS technologies to capture data
streams in (almost) real time from the established IoT infrastructures.
This function is implemented as shown in Figure 2-6. Both IoT streams and data from existing EIS are
being collected and processed in DISRUPT in a continuous manner. The scope is for the DISRUPT
platform to be able to provide an almost real time assessment on what is happening in the
manufacturing environment and, in that way, to drive informed decisions in case of disruptions.
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Figure 2-6: The function for collecting and aggregating multisource, multiscale and multi-variant
data.

As we present in the physical viewpoint in Figure 2-2, this function relates to multiple environments
and it is developed by connection the supply chain and the manufacturing environments, which
generate the low-level information, with the DISRUPT platform environment, which analyses this
information. To this end, this function enables DISRUPT to interface with systems facilitating supply
chain and inbound logistics operations (i.e. SCM, WMS), production planning operations (i.e. ERP,
MRP), manufacturing execution operations (i.e. MES, MMS) and real time data from CPS installed in
the plant floor and the supply chain networks (i.e. SCADA, IoT infrastructures, etc.).

Identifying Events in Smart Manufacturing Ecosystems
This function relates to the generation of alerts that notify the different DISRUPT platform modules
on events, which have been detected or are expected to disrupt the normal operation of the
manufacturing processes. This capability of the DISRUPT platform is driven by the data collected from
the previous function about the collection and aggregation of multisource, multiscale and multivariant data (see Section 2.4).
The CEP and Analytics modules are mostly relevant for the support of this function. Each module
facilitates a separate functionality on the data streams captured from the operational manufacturing
environment. As such, CEP is responsible for monitoring the incoming streaming data and analyse
them, based on deterministic rules, which have been used to configure this module (as we explained
in Section 2.2). This analysis can lead to the detection of events, anomalies and deviations that
actually happen in this operational environment in real-time.
On the other hand, the Analytics module provides a prediction functionality, which is configured with
predictive patterns (as we explained in Section 2.3). By monitoring the incoming streaming data and
analysing it, based on trained prediction models, this module can generate alerts on expected predict
events, anomalies and deviations in the environment. In both cases, the outcome of the event
identification process is communicated to the Cloud Controller module.
By extending the functionality of the CPS module that we presented in Section 2.4, this module is
capable of producing events
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This DISRUPT function, also, offers the possibility to the human agents that monitor the
manufacturing operations to manually declare an observed event or anomaly. The relevant
functionality is provided through the CloudBoard module.
The function for the identification of events is realized through the implementation concept of the
DISRUPT reference architecture that we present in Figure 2-7. This figure shows the parallel flows for
the actual and the predicted events, which entail an interface of the respective CEP and Analytics
modules with the batch and streaming data blocks produced in the manufacturing and supply chain
environments.

Figure 2-7: The function for identifying events in smart manufacturing ecosystems.

In the same figure, we, also, introduce CPS, as an additional event generation module, which acts
complementary to the CEP module to identify events from low-level and real-time information.
As happens for the previous function, this function envisions the connection of the supply chain and
the manufacturing environments with the DISRUPT platform environment, as shown in Figure 2-2.

Establishing

Situation

Awareness

and

Interaction

with

Stakeholders
This DISRUPT function aims to empower human actors in understanding what is happening in their
manufacturing ecosystem, by analysing the aggregated data and providing a coherent view on the
operational status of the manufacturing enterprise. The core element in the establishment of situation
awareness is the detailed presentation of the disruptive events and their impact on the business level
KPIs.
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In this function, the Cloud Controller module acts as the core element of the DISRUPT platform. This
module extracts the appropriate information (that is governed from the models of Section 2.1) and
provides an overall view of the current operational status and capacity of the smart factory
organization within the manufacturing processes and across the connected supply chain networks.
The Cloud Controller plays a connecting role in bringing the identified disruptions into the attention of
the responsible incident handling teams within the manufacturing personnel.
An important aspect of the situation awareness in case of disruptive events consists of the analysis of
the disruptions. To this end, this DISRUPT function engages the Simulation module, which quantifies
the impact some of the identified events on the current production capacity and the related KPIs. To
do so, this module needs to retrieve the current snapshot of the data-driven manufacturing processes
from the modules collecting the necessary data, like the DCF module, and present to the incident
handling teams in the enterprise how the key performance and business metrics have been affected.
The interaction with the intended users comprises an important part of this complex function, as it
showcases the role of human experts on the control the information flow and the decision-making
process. The CloudBoard module is, subsequently, connected with the Cloud Controller to provide the
interface between the human agents and the rest of the DISRUPT software platform.
The implementation of this function is presented in Figure 2-8, in which we present the interaction of
the DISRUPT platform modules for accomplishing the objectives we detailed above.

Figure 2-8: The function for establishing situation awareness and interaction with stakeholders
towards addressing disruptions in manufacturing processes/operations.

From the physical viewpoint shown in Figure 2-2, it is evident that this function spans across the
DISRUPT platform environment and the end user device, which hosts the CloudBoard module.

Managing Decision Making to Handle Disruptions
This is one of the core functions in DISRUPT, as it supports the process for making informed decision
in smart manufacturing, based on multisource, multiscale and multi-variant data. The objective of this
function is to exploit novel simulation and optimisation approaches in order to provide better
recommendations for handling disruptions and to eventually enhance decision-making.
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Both the Simulation and the Optimisation modules are fundamental and complementary in this
function. As we stated in Deliverables D2.1 [1] and D3.1 [3], the Optimisation module works on top
of the models from the Modelling module (as we explained in Section 2.2) and the alternative plans
for the production scheduling and the docking and logistics management. It, then, applies
optimisation techniques to propose plans that could effectively address disruptions. These optimised
plans are processed by the Simulation module to assess their impact on the manufacturing KPIs.
Specifically, the Simulation module exploits different types of data from the production facilities of the
manufacturing environment and the identified disruptions in it to execute simulations of manually or
semi-automatically defined simulation models.
The Cloud Controller module plays a central role in this DISRUPT function, because it drives
innovation on how multisource, multivariate and multiscale datasets could potentially drive the
handling of disruptions. This module provides key features towards the integration of individual
capabilities it can support for the implementation of customized data-driven manufacturing
management operations, with the aim to optimize key performance metrics and achieve the desired
business level goals. The expected outcome of this function is to provide appropriate alternatives
through large-scale simulation and optimisation technologies.
This core DISRUPT function engages the Decision Support modules and the Cloud Controller, as we
present in Figure 2-9. All these components are physically distributed in the DISRUPT platform
environment (see Figure 2-2), while the end user (decision maker) accesses the CloudBoard module,
which is located on their device, to trigger the function and assess the results provided by the
platform decision support process.

Figure 2-9: The function for managing decision making to handle disruptions.

Actualising Informed Decisions
This DISRUPT function relates to the actualisation of the decisions made in order to address the
identification of disruptive events. In this case, the DISRUPT platform supports the enactment of the
appropriate actions for both human and software agents. Specifically, the CloudBoard module is
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involved for allowing the decision makers select the most appropriate action to handle disruptions at
a specific point in time. As we presented in Section 2.2, the Cloud Controller, which receives the user
level requests from the CloudBoard, is configured with the decision models. Thus, this module can act
autonomously to implement the respective decision path(s), based on these models.
The models could instruct the implementation on both manual and automated actions. In the first
case (manual actions), the Cloud Controller module follows the models to identify the most relevant
manufacturing teams, being responsible for managing the production and supply chain processes. It,
thus, sends notifications to these users through the CloudBoard. In the second case (automated
actions), the Cloud Controller module should discover the appropriate CPS modules attached to lowlevel physical components and re-configure them, based on the needs of the selected decision plan.
Finally, the function for the actualisation of informed decisions follows the implementation depicted in
Figure 2-10. From a physical point of view, the function spans across different environments, both at
the end user side, who is responsible for the manual implementation of actions relevant to the
decision, and the manufacturing and supply chain environments, which are equipped with CPS
modules that, in turn, can be configured to automatically execute an action.

Figure 2-10: The function for actualising informed decisions.
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3 Identification of integration requirements
Following the presentation of the DISRUPT functions and their relationship to the information and
physical viewpoints of the DISRUPT reference architecture in the previous Section 2, in this section
we further discuss these functions to identify the needs for integrating the DISRUPT modules with
each other and with other external components and/or systems in a manufacturing environment.

Integration Needs
In this section, we analyse the integration requirements for the implementation of the DISRUPT
functions and the integration of the respective platform environment. These requirements are
formulated as tables, listing: i) an identification number (ID) of the integration requirement (IReq), ii)
the identification of the integration requirement, iii) the description of the requirement, which
explains the target DISRUPT modules and external systems and components for which this
requirement is relevant, and iv) a set of conditions that apply for the realisation of this requirement.
The first DISRUPT function refers to the modelling of the manufacturing knowledge. The starting
point is the availability of the existing knowledge and experience in the manufacturing domain in the
form of process models and (hard copy or electronic) documents and data. This knowledge and
experience needs to be imported into DISRUPT and be represented in models, according to the metamodelling framework. In case that no electronic records of the experience exist (for example in the
form of business process models), then the model expert uses the Modelling module to create the
DISRUPT-specific models. If such records exist, then the integration requirements listed on Table 3-1
apply.
Table 3-1: The integration requirements for modelling the manufacturing knowledge.

ID

Integration
Requirement

Description

Interaction of the Modelling
IReq1.

Be able to manually

module with an external

upload a process model

process modelling tool or a file
system upload function.

Interaction of the Modelling
IReq2.

Be able to manually

module with an external

upload a layout model

process modelling tool or a file
system upload function.

IReq3.

Condition(s)
A process model exists in a
machine-readable form
(i.e. XML), which can be
automatically mapped to
respective meta-model.
A layout model exists in a
machine-readable form
(i.e. XML), which can be
automatically mapped to
respective meta-model.

Interaction of the Modelling

A KPI model exists in a

Be able to manually

module with an external

machine-readable form

upload a KPI model

process modelling tool or a file

(i.e. XML), which can be

system upload function.

automatically mapped to
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Integration

ID

Description

Requirement

Condition(s)
respective meta-model.

Interaction of the Modelling
IReq4.

Be able to manually

module with an external

upload a decision model

process modelling tool or a file
system upload function.

Be able to feed real data
IReq5.

into the elements of a
model

Interaction of the Modelling
module with existing data
sources and information
systems.

A decision model exists in a
machine-readable form
(i.e. XML), which can be
automatically mapped to
respective meta-model.
The Modelling module has
been used to manually
create or upload a model
(through IReq1, IReq2,
IReq3 and IReq4).

Once the models have been created, the Modelling module should offer an interface to any other
module or component that is intended to consume these models. This is the connection point
between the function for modelling the manufacturing knowledge with the function for configuring
the DISRUPT modules, in which the models are exploited at the deployment of these modules to
govern their behaviour at runtime. As an alternative way, the DISRUPT modules may provide a way
for the module owners to configure these modules, according to the needs of the operational
environment. Thus, the integration requirements of Table 3-2 should apply.
Table 3-2: The integration requirements for configuring the DISRUPT environment.

#

Integration
Requirement

Description
The Modelling module should
provide an export functionality

IReq6.

Be able to export a

to store the produced models

model

in a machine-readable format
(XML, CSV, PDF, etc.) to a
model(s) repository.

Condition(s)

The Modelling module has
been used to manually
create or upload a model
(through IReq1, IReq2,
IReq3 and IReq4).
The models exported in

Be able to retrieve a
IReq7.

model for configuring
the event identification
process

The models repository should

IReq6 can be directly

provide an interface to the CEP

exploited in CEP and CPS

and the CPS modules, in order

to automatically define

to retrieve the models,

rules or they can be

necessary for the definition of

presented to a rule editor

rules for event, anomaly and

user interface of these

deviation recognition.

modules to assist in the
manual definition of rules.
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#

Integration
Requirement

Description

Condition(s)
The simulation and/or
production models

Be able to retrieve a
model for configuring
IReq8.

the function for
managing decision
making

The models repository should
provide an interface to the
Simulation and the
Optimisation modules, in order
to retrieve the simulation and
production models.

extracted in IReq6 are
compatible to the needs of
the Simulation and
Optimisation modules
respectively. The
Simulation module may
provide an interface for the
manual creation of a
simulation model.

IReq9.

Be able to retrieve the

The models repository should

models for configuring

provide an interface to the

the orchestration of the

Cloud Controller, in order to

DISRUPT services and

deploy the models in the

data flows.

DISRUPT databases

The models exported in
IReq6 are maintained in a
machine-readable format
(XML, CSV, etc.) that can
be parsed by the Cloud
Controller.

As part of the DISRUPT configuration, we, also, consider the function for performing analytics to
define event prediction patterns. However, this function requires that the respective analytics module
is able to read real historical data from the manufacturing and supply chain systems. To this end,
although this function is an offline process, it chronologically comes after the function for the
collection and aggregation of multisource, multiscale and multi-variate data. The latter has as starting
point the manufacturing operational environment and the execution of the respective processes, as
well as, the requirements IReq7 and IReq9. Thus, at the data collection time, the integration
requirements listed on Table 3-3 apply.
Table 3-3: The integration requirements for data collection.

#

Integration
Requirement

Description

Condition(s)
DISRUPT should be allowed

IReq10.

The CPS module should

to install CPS technologies

Be able to read data

capture data from physical

to the manufacturing

from physical elements

elements in the factory and

operational environment,

the supply chain.

otherwise mocked
interfaces must be used.

IReq11.

Be able to communicate
low-level events

The CPS module should

The CPS module has been

communicate the low-level

successfully engaged with

events to the DCF module.

a physical element in
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#

Integration
Requirement

Description

Condition(s)
IReq10, otherwise
mocked data must be used.

The DCF module must
Be able to acquire data
IReq12.

from external
information systems

interface with existing EIS to

DISRUPT should be allowed

acquire manufacturing and

to access the data of such

supply chain data stored in

systems, otherwise mocked

these systems and store them

data must be used.

in the DISRUPT databases.
The DCF module must provide
an interface to distribute lowlevel information collected
IReq13.

Be able to distribute raw

from the CPS or acquired from

information

external EIS. Intended
recipients include the CEP, the

Low level data has been
collected in IReq11 and
IReq12

Analytics and the Cloud
Controller modules
The DCF module must provide
IReq14.

Be able to extract

an interface to provide batch

aggregated data in

data of a certain type to the

batch form

Analytics and the Cloud
Controller modules

DCF must have the
knowledge to aggregate
data collected in IReq11
and IReq12

Having analysed the integration requirements for the collection and aggregation of data, we now
proceed with the exploration of such requirements in the function for performing analytics to define
event prediction patterns. As said in Section 2.3, the Analytics module exploits the data collected in
the DCF module in batch form (thus the requirement presented in IReq14), as well as the events
published as part of the function for the identification of events in smart manufacturing systems in
Section 2.5. The employment of data analytics techniques in these types of data enables the
identification of data trends and the specification of event prediction patterns, which can be deployed
in the respective prediction engine of the Analytics module. Given that the latter is an internal process
within the Analytics module, we identify the integration requirement that we present on Table 3-4.
Table 3-4: The integration requirements for extracting prediction patterns.

#

Integration
Requirement

Description
The Analytics module must

IReq15.

Be able to read different

collect the events observed in

types of events

the manufacturing and supply
chain operations, as they are
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#

Integration

Description

Requirement

published by different

Condition(s)
different modules.

DISRUPT modules in order to
define event prediction
patterns.
As we reflected in the description of the function for the identification of events in smart
manufacturing systems in Section 2.5, the events produced in DISRUPT come from different
components. This means that DISRUPT should effectively manage them so that these events are
assessed with respect to their severity in the disruption of the production and supply chain processes.
To do so, in DISRUPT, we define a central repository for storing the disruptive events, which is
managed by the DCF. Given the requirements IReq11, IReq13 and IReq15, which are the starting
points for this function, the integration requirements of Table 3-5 apply for both the identification of
events and their maintenance in DISRUPT.
Table 3-5: The integration requirements for identifying events.

#

Integration

Be able to publish
IReq16.

Description

Requirement

captured low-level
events

The CPS module should
communicate events to the
event repository of the DCF
module.

Be able to publish
detected events

communicate the events
detected from the analysis
data streams to the event
repository of the DCF module.
The Analytics module should

IReq18.

Be able to publish
predicted events

communicate the events
predicted from the analysis
data streams to the event
repository of the DCF module.

IReq19.

Be able to distribute
published events

The CPS module has been
successfully engaged with
a physical element in
IReq10, otherwise
mocked data must be used.

The CEP module should
IReq17.

Condition(s)

The CEP module has
access to data collected
through IReq11 and
IReq13.
The Analytics module has
access to data collected
through IReq11 and
IReq13, as well as to
detected events published
through IReq17.

The DCF module should offer

The description of the

an event repository that

events published through

enables the distribution of the

IReq16, IReq17 and

disruptive events to the Cloud

IReq18 follows a common

Controller and the Analytics

structure at the source of
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Integration

#

Description

Requirement
module.

Condition(s)
the event generation.

Moving to the function for establishing situation awareness and interaction with the stakeholders, this
is triggered by the distribution of operational data (IReq13 and IReq14) and disruptive events
(IReq19). As we mentioned, the main module here is the Cloud Controller, which is configured,
based on the requirement IReq9. This module governs the information that should be displayed on
the CloudBoard, while the Simulation module is involved, based on the need for configuration, as per
IReq8. In order to implement this function, the integration requirements of Table 3-6 must be
addressed.
Table 3-6: The integration requirements for establishing situation awareness and interaction with
the stakeholders.

Integration

#

IReq20.

IReq21.

IReq22.

Description

Requirement

Condition(s)

The Cloud Controller and the

The DISRUPT roles and

CloudBoard should exchange

their access rights to the

Be able to manage user

information regarding the

user level functionalities

roles

management of the DISRUPT

have been defined, in

users and their role in the

accordance to the models

platform

(IReq9).

The Cloud Controller should

The Cloud Controller

provide the CloudBoard

module has extracted this

module with low level or

data from the DCF module

aggregated operational data.

(IReq13 and IReq14).

The Cloud Controller must

The Cloud Controller has

Be able to invoke the

communicate with the

received the values of the

quantification of an

Simulation module to request

current plan from the DCF

event impact

the impact of an event on the

module (IReq13 and

current plan.

IReq14).

Be able to visualize data

The Simulation module should

IReq23.

Be able to provide the

communicate the updated or

The Simulation module has

values for the

expected values for the

been triggered by the

performance metrics on

performance metrics linked to

Cloud Controller for a

a plan

the current plan, affected by

certain event.

an event.
IReq24.

Be able to visualize
events

The Cloud Controller should

The Cloud Controller

provide the CloudBoard

module has extracted

module with the list of

events from the DCF
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Integration

#

Description

Requirement

Condition(s)

disruptive events and their

module (IReq19) and the

impact.

quantification of their
impact from the Simulation
module (IReq23).

In the presence of a disruptive event (or a list of such events), the intended end users can use the
CloudBoard to receive support in making decisions on how these events can be addressed. In this
case DISRUPT offers simulation and optimisation algorithms, which are implemented in the relevant
function for managing decision making to handle disruptions, which we described in Section 2.7. The
starting point of this function is the configuration phase and the requirement IReq8, through which
both the Simulation and the Optimisation have been configured with the proper simulation and
production models, respectively. The Cloud Controller acts as the orchestration of this function, which
is triggered by the relevant request from the CloudBoard for handling events. The integration
requirements of Table 3-7 are applied.
Table 3-7: The integration requirements for supporting decision-making.

Integration

#

Description

Requirement

Condition(s)

The CloudBoard should
IReq25.

Be able to request for
handling events

communicate with the Cloud

The user has indicated a

Controller to direct the end

list of events to handle in

users request for handling the

the CloudBoard module.

selected events.
The Simulation module must
provide interfaces to the Cloud
Be able to request for
IReq26.

simulating an alternative
plan

Controller and the Optimisation
module to invoke a simulation
job on the impact of a list of
events on the expected values
for the performance metrics of

The Cloud Controller
and/or the Optimisation
modules provide a set of
thresholds for the
simulation parameters.

a plan.
The Simulation module should
communicate the updated or
IReq27.

Be able to provide the

expected values for the

results for a simulation

performance metrics linked to
the selected plan, following a

The Simulation module has
been triggered by specific
simulation parameters.

thorough simulation analysis.
IReq28.

Be able to request for

The Cloud Controller must

The Cloud Controller has

production scheduling

invoke the Optimisation

received the values of the
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#

Integration

Description

Requirement
optimisation

Condition(s)

module to request for the

current production plan, on

ordered list of alternative plans

which the events have

optimising the production

been reported through

schedule for a list of events.

IReq25, from the DCF
module (IReq13 and
IReq14).
The Cloud Controller has

IReq29.

The Cloud Controller must

received the values of the

Be able to request for

invoke the Optimisation

current production plan, on

the optimization of the

module to request for the

which the events have

transportation and dock

ordered list of alternative plans

been reported through

management plan

optimising the production

IReq25, from the DCF

schedule for a list of events.

module (IReq13 and
IReq14).

The Optimisation module
should provide the Cloud

IReq30.

Be able to communicate

Controller with a list of plans

the results of a request

optimising the production

for production

schedule, along with the

scheduling optimisation

expected values for the

The Cloud Controller has
invoked the Optimisation
module, as per IReq32.

performance metrics on each
plan.
The Optimisation module
Be able to communicate
the results of a request
IReq31.

for the optimization of
the transportation and
dock management plan

should provide the Cloud
Controller with a list of plans
optimising the transportation
and dock management plan,
along with the expected values

The Cloud Controller has
invoked the Optimisation
module, as per IReq33.

for the performance metrics on
each plan.
The Cloud Controller has

Be able to request for
IReq32.

production scheduling
optimisation

The Cloud Controller must

received the values of the

invoke the Optimisation

current production plan, on

module to request for the

which the events have

ordered list of alternative plans

been reported through

optimising the production

IReq25, from the DCF

schedule for a list of events.

module (IReq13 and
IReq14).
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#

Integration

Description

Requirement

Condition(s)
The Cloud Controller has

IReq33.

The Cloud Controller must

received the values of the

Be able to request for

invoke the Optimisation

current production plan, on

the optimization of the

module to request for the

which the events have

transportation and dock

ordered list of alternative plans

been reported through

management plan

optimising the production

IReq25, from the DCF

schedule for a list of events.

module (IReq13 and
IReq14).

The Optimisation module
should provide the Cloud

IReq34.

Be able to communicate

Controller with a list of plans

the results of a request

optimising the production

for production

schedule, along with the

scheduling optimisation

expected values for the

The Cloud Controller has
invoked the Optimisation
module, as per IReq32.

performance metrics on each
plan.
The Optimisation module
Be able to communicate
the results of a request
IReq35.

for the optimization of
the transportation and
dock management plan

should provide the Cloud
Controller with a list of plans
optimising the transportation
and dock management plan,
along with the expected values

The Cloud Controller has
invoked the Optimisation
module, as per IReq33.

for the performance metrics on
each plan.
The Cloud Controller should
provide the CloudBoard

Be able to visualize the
IReq36.

results of the decision
support process

module with the list of

The Cloud Controller

alternative plans to address

module has triggered a

disruptive events, along with

simulation and/or

the expected values for the

optimisation job.

performance metrics on each
plan.
Finally, the decision makers may use the CloudBoard to make informed decisions, on which is the
best approach to address disruptions. Thus, in this function that we described in Section 2.8, the
integration requirements of Table 3-8 must be addressed:
Table 3-8: The integration requirements for actualising decisions.
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Integration

#

Requirement

Description
The CloudBoard should

IReq37.

Be able to select a plan
to implement

communicate the Cloud
Controller to decision of the
end user of which plan should
be implemented.

Condition(s)

The user has already been
provided with the results of
the decision support
process, as per IReq36.
The Cloud Controller must

IReq38.

The Cloud Controller should be

have been configured with

Be able to notify

able to notify the target end

the knowledge to identify

stakeholders

users of a decision through

the proper actors for

their CloudBoard module.

notification through the
models (IReq9).
The Cloud Controller must

IReq39.

Be able to reconfigure
CPS

The CPS module must provide

have been configured with

an interface, through which

the knowledge to identify

the Cloud Controller could

the proper automated

instruct it on which action to

actors to be developed,

implement.

through the models
(IReq9).

Modelling cloud requirements
The benefits of cloud computing are well established nowadays, among others: high availability of
resources, flexibility and quick and easy resource management and configuration. In this section, we
analyse the essential characteristics of cloud platforms that support those and other benefits in order
to determine whether DISRUPT should be developed as a cloud platform.
The essential characteristics of cloud platforms have been defined by the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) of the U.S. Department of Commerce, in the publication "NIST
Definition of Cloud Computing"[6]. The essential characteristics are five: on-demand self-service,
broad network access, resource pooling, rapid elasticity and measured service. This publication also
includes the definitions of service and deployment models for cloud computing. Service models are
the well-known software as a service (SaaS), platform as a service (PaaS) and infrastructure as a
service (IaaS) models. Deployment models include private cloud, community cloud, public cloud and
hybrid cloud.
Our analysis below is only concerned with the essential characteristics of cloud computing and how
they may relate to DISRUPT platform requirements. By "DISRUPT platform requirements" we mean
functional requirements (FRs), non-functional requirements (NFRs), constraints and best practices for
software and distributed systems development that have been considered in the design of the
DISRUPT platform, as well as the integration requirements that we listed in the previous section. We
will recall these requirements as needed through our analysis by providing their reference within the
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DISRUPT deliverables, and especially D2.1: “Technical specification and Goals” and D2.2: “The
DISRUPT meta-model and Architecture”.
The following five sections 3.2.1 - 3.2.5 describe, each, one essential cloud characteristic, related
issues, and its relation to relevant DISRUPT requirements. Section 3.2.6 presents a summary and
concludes our analysis. Briefly, although cloud characteristics and benefits are appealing, the
DISRUPT platform leans more to a virtualized environment than a cloud computing platform per se.
3.2.1

On-demand self-service

According to NIST [6], the on-demand self-service characteristic means that “a consumer can
unilaterally provision computing capabilities, such as server time and network storage, as needed
automatically without requiring human interaction with each service provider". This is the only visible
and perhaps most convenient essential characteristic of cloud computing to consumers. It means that
consumers are able to sign up, pay for, and almost immediately configure and start using computing
resources without any need for communicating with the provider.
From the providers’ point of view, on-demand self-service means that resources must be available for
immediate use, or be able to grow bigger or smaller likewise if re-configured. Providers accomplish
this through offering virtual resources of processors, memory, storage and communication bandwidth
that are dynamically mapped onto the cloud infrastructure [11][12]. The cloud infrastructure
comprises the actual hardware resources and an abstraction layer on top based on virtualisation
software such as virtual machines and containers. The cloud infrastructure is not accessible to
consumers under any service model. Instead, in any service model, consumers can only configure
their virtual machines/containers, but cannot change the cloud infrastructure (e.g., rules and policies)
that automatically manage the dynamic mapping of virtual machines/containers onto hardware
resources. Also from the providers’ point of view, on-demand self-service means a high-level of
automation based on policies, which in turn are determined based on monitoring resource usage in
order to guarantee a "good" service in terms of performance (see also the "measured service"
characteristic in section 3.2.5).
There is no DISRUPT requirement for unilateral provision of DISRUPT resources to users/consumers.
DISRUPT users will be registered and granted access to specific resources and functions according to
their role by a DISRUPT system administrator. On the other hand, unilateral provision of DISRUPT
resources would be useful in multi-sided ecosystems as described in the DoA, section 1.2, "Relation to
the Work Programme" (FoF11: Digital Automation - Novel architectures for factory automation), i.e.,
DISRUPT could be "offering a gateway to manufacturer's ecosystem, including not only value chain
partners but also IT developers and machine providers" (emphasis added). Having access to real data
and tools of an ecosystem driven by the DISRUPT platform, external IT developers would be able to
offer data-driven optimisations both for manufacturing processes and for DISRUPT technologies (i.e.,
modelling, simulation, data analyses, etc.). The service model (SaaS, etc.) more appropriate for
external users/developers needs to be developed; however this is not within the scope of the
DISRUPT project.
Resource virtualisation based on the use of containers has been considered for various DISRUPT
modules, such as Simulation, Optimisation, Modelling Data Analytics, Complex Event Processing, the
Data Collection Framework and the Cloud Controller. This is described in the DISRUPT Deliverable
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D2.2 and has been reflected in Figure 2-2 about the physical viewpoint of the DISRUPT architecture.
The purpose of using containers in DISRUPT is "flexibility in deployment" of (the functions of) those
components at different environments, inside or outside the premises of the pilot users, in order to
ensure the applicability of DISRUPT, as described in D2.1 [1] and the relevant section describing the
roadmap from the functional to the non-functional requirements. We discuss further the use of
virtualisation in DISRUPT under “resource pooling” in section 3.2.3.
3.2.2

Broad network access

NIST [6] defines the broad network access as the “capabilities that are available over the network
and accessed through standard mechanisms that promote use by heterogeneous thin or thick client
platforms (e.g., mobile phones, tablets, laptops and workstations)". Broad network access raises
security issues, which for industrial internet systems have been considered in depth by the Industrial
Internet Consortium1 in the Industrial Internet of Things Volume G4: Security Framework (IISF) [7].
The purpose of IISF is to “identify, explain and position security-related architectures, designs and
technologies, as well as identify procedures relevant to trustworthy Industrial Internet of Things
(IIoT) systems" [7]”.
DISRUPT involves broad network access as defined above. The CloudBoard, through which all the
capabilities of the DISRUPT platform will be available to the end users, is being designed as a webbased application in order to allow users access to those capabilities from anywhere and through any
device with access to the Internet (see the CloudBoard technical specifications in D2.1). The access
mechanism will be the Representational State Transfer (REST) and specifically RESTful Web Services
[8]. REST is particularly useful, compared to the Simple Access Object Protocol (SOAP), for restrictedprofile devices such as mobile phones and tablets.
Other DISRUPT components will also be deployed in a distributed manner and will interact using
other messaging technologies. As DISRUPT aims to identify disruptions in manufacturing and supply
chains, the corresponding data collection processes need to be deployed within and across the
manufacturing and supply chain environments. Τhe planned communication mechanisms that will be
used between the DISRUPT modules include technologies, like REST, Web/HTTP, Java Message
Service (JMS), and TCP/IP sockets.
Security DISRUPT requirements involve issues of confidentiality, which is defined as the "degree to
which a product or system ensures that data are accessible only to those authorized to have access"
[9]. Based on the IISF and other relevant sources, the design of security for the DISRUPT platform
will come down to choosing an existing technology and an approach through analysis and evaluation
under some criteria. The design of security for the DISRUPT platform will be addressed in “Task 5.2
Manufacturing use-case execution”, where use-case partners will develop proof of concept
demonstrations of the manufacturing scenarios defined in WP1.
3.2.3

Resource pooling

Regarding resource pooling, NIST in [6] describes that “the provider's computing resources, including
storage, processing, memory and network bandwidth, are pooled to serve multiple consumers using a

1

https://www.iiconsortium.org/
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multi-tenant model, with different physical and virtual resources dynamically assigned and reassigned
according to consumer demand”. Resource pooling offers a sense of location independence, which
means that the cloud customer generally has no control or knowledge over the exact location of the
provided resources, but may be able to specify location at a higher level of abstraction (e.g., country,
state or data centre).
Resource pooling fully relies on resource virtualisation. On-demand self-service requires resource
pooling for quick resource availability and resource growth, as described above. Rapid elasticity also
relies on resource pooling as described in section 3.2.4. Availability can be supported with resource
pooling (and virtualisation) through running multiple copies of critical processes on multiple virtual
machines/containers, each virtual machine/container running on a distinct physical host and switching
to a copy in case of failure of the master copy. Throughput and capacity can be improved similarly by
running multiple copies of a process, preferably running each copy on a distinct physical host, though
using fewer hosts than process copies can also yield performance gains. DISRUPT will use containers
(as described above) and in general will require adequate time behaviour (throughput and capacity)
and availability of its functions, and high availability for the data collection processes.
Despite the similarity between the DISRUPT requirements and the needs that can be addressed
through resource pooling, we do not consider that such similarity justifies the management of
resource pooling within DISRUPT. Resource pooling is aimed at intense dynamic assignment and
reassignment of physical and virtual resources. Its purpose is to efficiently cope with intense
fluctuations on resource demands by multiple different consumers (multi-tenant model). It should be
efficient in terms of good performance and flexibility for customers and low-cost infrastructure
management (e.g., regarding power consumption) for providers.
Currently, the DISRUPT requirements do not involve the type of intense fluctuations on resource
demand addressed by cloud platforms. In DISRUPT, simulation and optimisation tasks that support
decision making will only involve fluctuations in the demand of processing capacity that can be
addressed better as described shortly. In contrast, cloud platforms must deal with fluctuations that
are unpredictable and irregular in the amount of processing, memory and bandwidth capacities due
to the many users being served concurrently by the cloud platform. In DISRUPT, the amount of data
to be continuously collected from manufacturing processes and supply chains will be determined in
advance and this will allow planning for required storage and computing resources for data analyses
of collected data and simulation and optimisation tasks. Then there are two main deployment options.
If a private platform or cluster is used for DISRUPT, then there will be no multiple customers in -the
DISRUPT environment, only the DISRUPT team. There will be no stringent requirements in terms of
efficient use of IT infrastructure; DISRUPT KPIs that are being defined have to do with the efficient
management of disruptions in manufacturing and the supply chain. There will be location dependence
of deployed DISRUPT resources. Finally, hardware is relatively cheap nowadays. Using hardware as
simply as possible, without virtualisation software, would facilitate the evaluation of the DISRUPT
system in initial deployments.
If a public cloud platform or cluster is used for DISRUPT, then DISRUPT would be one of many
cloud users, and DISRUPT tasks resource requirements will be served through resource pooling, rapid
elasticity, etc., according to the cloud provider’s rules and policies. DISRUPT tasks would be deployed
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to make the most of those rules and policies in order to incur the lowest possible cost, e.g.,
requesting more resources only when needed.
3.2.4

Rapid elasticity

In NIST [6], rapid elasticity means that “capabilities can be elastically provisioned and released, in
some cases automatically, to scale rapidly outward and inward commensurate with demand. To the
consumer, the capabilities available for provisioning often appear to be unlimited and can be
appropriated in any quantity at any time".
Elasticity is scalability. Cloud customers can easily scale their use of resources up or down as their
needs change. Vertical scalability refers to adding resources to a single computing node, e.g., adding
more memory or secondary storage. It has limitations, e.g., there is a limit to the amount of memory
that can be added to a node. Horizontal scalability refers to adding more computing nodes to a
platform (including adding virtual computing nodes to a virtual platform). It virtually has no
limitations. Scaling resources (through resource pooling) is the means to achieve good performance
at good price for customers and for efficient use of cloud infrastructure by providers.
Continuous collection and processing of data from manufacturing processes and supply chains are
among the main functions of DISRUPT. As storage and processing needs will grow larger with time,
large scale data processing technologies like Hadoop 2 and Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) are
being considered, as we introduced in Deliverable D2.2 [2]. HDFS is a parallel distributed file system:
files are partitioned, each partition is replicated, and each copy is stored onto distinct nodes. This
supports parallel processing with fault tolerance and load balancing: when a node fails or gets
sluggish, other node with a copy of the same data is launched.
DISRUPT requirements for data collection and processing do not involve "to scale rapidly outward and
inward", but may sporadically need to scale up vertically or horizontally, or both. Hadoop and similar
technologies like Apache Spark3 run on clusters of commodity hardware. The initial hardware
configuration of the cluster to serve those DISRUPT requirements is likely to be suitable for some
time before requiring scaling up. As mentioned above, the amount of data to be continuously
collected and processed will be determined in advance and this will help planning for a cluster whose
configuration will be adequate for some time.
Rapid elasticity refers to virtual resources. As discussed in section 3.2.3., there are two main
deployment options for DISRUPT. If a private platform or cluster is used for DISRUPT, there is no
need for virtualising resources. If a public cloud platform or cluster is used, the resource requirements
of DISRUPT tasks will be served through resource pooling, rapid elasticity, etc., according to the
cloud provider’s rules and policies. DISRUPT tasks would then capitalise on rapid elasticity in order
to incur the lowest possible cost, e.g., requesting more resources only when needed.
3.2.5

Measured service

Finally, cloud computing systems automatically control and optimize the use of resources by
leveraging a metering capability at some level of abstraction, which is appropriate to the type of

2

http://hadoop.apache.org

3

https://spark.apache.org/
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service (e.g., storage, processing, bandwidth and active user accounts). This is called measured
service in NIST [6]. Resource usage can be monitored, controlled and reported, providing
transparency for both the provider and consumer of the utilized service. This characteristic of cloud
computing provides the data to design the policies that guide the automatic operation of resource
pooling and rapid elasticity.
Automatic control and optimization of resource usage seek to offer providers low-cost infrastructure
management, and customers’ good performance and flexibility in resource use. DISRUPT
requirements do not relate to such a purpose, at least not directly, but to the efficient management
of disruptions in manufacturing and supply chains. As mentioned above, the DISRUPT KPIs (and
related measures) being defined have to do with the efficient management of disruptions and not the
efficient use of cloud IT resources.
On the other hand, measures of resource use will certainly help determine how well each DISRUPT
module is performing its tasks towards managing disruptions. Most software systems manage logs
that track their use. It needs to be determined whether the logs of the software in use for the
DISRUPT platform (e.g., Hadoop) are adequate and sufficient for the DISRUPT requirements.
Thus, although "measured service" is relevant to DISRUPT requirements, it is to be determined
whether typical measures of cloud computing are relevant.
3.2.6

Summary and Conclusions

Table 3-9 summarises our analysis of the essential characteristics of cloud computing. Only broad
network access (through heterogeneous thin and thick clients) is fully relevant to DISRUPT. Indeed, it
is relevant to any system that provides access to resources through web technologies, as any cloud
platform is itself such a system. Although different communication technologies will be used among
the DISRUPT modules, access to the DISRUPT capabilities will be through the CloudBoard module,
which is being developed as a web application.
Table 3-9: Summary of analysis of the essential cloud characteristics.

Cloud essential

Analysis in the context of DISRUPT

characteristic

Mandatory in
DISRUPT

ODSS relates to resource pooling and elasticity
On-demand self-

characteristics, but in DISRUPT there is no strict

service (ODSS)

requirement for any of these capabilities, as per the

No

architectural specifications in D2.2
Broad network
access (BNA)

BNA entails security, and especially the confidentiality
attribute, which DISRUPT needs to address, as per D2.1

Yes

and D2.2
RP is addressed through virtualization and the management

Resource Pooling

of resources and their availability through measured

(RP)

services, which DISRUPT partially addresses as per the
modules technical specifications in D2.1.
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RE entails scalability, which is achieved through efficient
Rapid elasticity

measuring of services (MS) and resource pooling (RP).

(RE)

Certain DISRUPT functions may raise vertical or horizontal
needs, as it was described in D2.2.

Measured service
(MS)

MS relates to the measurement of the DISRUPT KPIs.

No
(user mode
only)
Yes, tuned

Measured service is relevant to DISRUPT but must be tuned to fit the DISRUPT requirements.
DISRUPT services must be measured and evaluated against efficient management of disruptions in
manufacturing and supply chains. This will involve measuring how well each DISRUPT module
performs its individual tasks for disruption management. This is likely to be based on the analysis of
logs produced by third-party software used in DISRUPT and the logs of measures defined for the
software developed in the DISRUPT project.
The remaining three cloud characteristics (RP, RE, ODSS) are not mandatory in DISRUPT. The three
characteristics rely on virtualisation, as does DISRUPT to some extent. However, the use of
virtualisation in cloud platforms serves various purposes (RP, RE, ODSS) under intense, fluctuating
resource demands by many users, while in DISRUPT it only serves flexibility of static deployment
within a single user, the DISRUPT team.

DISRUPT is likely to require scaling up storage and

computing capabilities, which is a form elasticity. However, DISRUPT scaling will be sporadic, and
better handled sporadically and manually, rather than adding complexity. Rapid elasticity is only
needed in user mode.
In summary, DISRUPT does not need to be deployed as a cloud platform. Its requirements do not
match the intense and fluctuating demand for resources by multiple unrelated consumers that cloud
platforms are designed to manage. In fact, part of DISRUPT could be deployed in a cloud platform,
e.g., data analyses to identify trends that may lead to disruptions. These analyses do not have
stringent time constraints and could be hosted in a public cloud (i.e. Amazon's, Google's, etc.) with
minimum up-front cost, high availability, scalability and ease of use.

Prioritisation of integration activities
DISRUPT focuses on a holistic approach for the identification of disruptions across the manufacturing
and supply chain operations and the development of decision support mechanisms that effectively
address these disruptions. These capabilities exploit the technological advances in the fields of cyberphysical operations and artificial intelligence.
In order to prepare the integration plan for the DISRUPT platform, we need to prioritise the
integration requirements we presented in Section 3.1. This prioritization is based on many aspects,
such as the scope and the focus of the project as a research and innovation action, the licensing of
the existing knowledge and implementation brought into the project by the project partners, and the
intended scheme for the release and the deployment of the modules, which may lead to some
integration requirements to be developed as a proof of concept. Furthermore, the demonstration of
the DISRUPT platform capabilities requires integration with the existing assets of the manufacturing
environment. However, due to the nature of the two pilot cases in DISRUPT, it will be difficult to fully
integrate with the operational environment of the two pilots. This is another factor that needs to be
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considered in the specification of the integration plan. This implies that in case of the existence of a
feasible alternative solution to demonstrate the integration capabilities between two or more
components, the respective requirement will be marked as low priority.
Thus, we materialize the requirements of Section 3.1 into activities and we define a priority
implementation level for each of them, according to Table 3-10.
Table 3-10: The DISRUPT integration activities and their priority level.

Integration
Activity
Provide interfaces
for uploading a
model

IReq.

Target

Tool

Module

Dependencies

IReq1,
IReq2,
IReq3,

Input: External
Modelling

modelling tool

IReq4

Connect model
elements with data

IReq5

process

Modelling

sources

Comments

Priority
Level

As an alternative path,
the model can be
created manually from a

Low

domain expert.

Input: Existing

As an alternative path,

EIS or IoT

mocked datasets can

stream data

also be used.

Medium

Internal Input:

Provide a model
export functionality

IReq6

Modelling

The use of the

The pilot users must be

IBPM meta-

engaged to create the

modelling

required models from

framework to

the user interface of the

manually create

Modelling module.

High

a model
Consume a model

Input: The

for the

export

configuration of

IReq7

CEP

functionality of

As an alternative path,
CEP offers a user
interface to manually

event detection

the Modelling

rules

module

Consume a model

Input: The

for the

export

As an alternative path,

functionality of

CPS can be manually

cyber-physical

the Modelling

configured.

operations

module

configuration of

Consume a
simulation model

Consume a

IReq7

IReq8

IReq8

CPS

Simulation

Optimisation

create rules.

Input: The

As an alternative path,

export

the Simulation module

functionality of

offers a user interface

the Modelling

to create/ upload a

module

simulation model.

Input: The

The production
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Integration
Activity

IReq.

Target

Tool

Module

Dependencies

Comments

production schedule

export

schedule model can be

model

functionality of

manually inserted.

Priority
Level

the Modelling
module
Consume the
models for the
orchestration of the

IReq9

DISRUPT services

Cloud
Controller

and data flows
Connect to physical
elements in the
factory and the

IReq10

CPS

supply chain

Input: The

There must be a

export

mapping between the

functionality of

models and the

the Modelling

intended functionalities

module

of the Cloud Controller

Input: The

Needs integration with

existing IoT

the operational

systems in the

environment. Mocked

pilot

datasets for the IoT

environment

streams can be used.

Send low-level
information from
the plant floor and

IReq11

CPS

Output: DCF

IReq12

collector
client of
DCF

Output: The
storage area of
DCF

Provide an interface

Output: CEP,

to distribute the

Analytics and

stored low-level

IReq13

DCF

information

Provide aggregated
low-level data in
batch form

provide the
infrastructure to store

High

this information.
The

external EIS

Medium

The DCF module should

the supply chain

Acquire data from

High

Cloud
Controller

IReq14,
IReq15

DCF

The DCF module should
provide the
infrastructure to store

High

this information.
The DCF module should
provide a unified
mechanism to extract

High

this information stored
in DCF.

Output:

It depends on the

Analytics and

semantic grouping of

Cloud

data, according to the

Controller

models.

High

The DCF module should
Publish captured
low-level events

IReq16

CPS

Output: DCF

provide the
infrastructure to store

High

this information.
Publish detected

IReq17

CEP

Output: DCF
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Integration
Activity

IReq.

Target

Tool

Module

Dependencies

events

Comments

Priority
Level

provide the
infrastructure to store
this information.
The DCF module should

Publish predicted
events

IReq18

Analytics

Output: DCF

provide the
infrastructure to store

High

this information.
Extract published
events

IReq19

Create a user
management

IReq20

framework

DCF

Cloud
Controller

IReq21

CloudBoard

scenarios

IReq22

Cloud
Controller

almost real time.
We need to distinguish
between the roles and

Medium

actors in the two pilots.

Input: Cloud

may be subject to the

Controller

data aggregation level

High

Input:

must provide an

Simulation

interface for a single

High

run simulation.
The Cloud Controller

Provide metrics
IReq23

Simulation

event impact

Visualize events

CloudBoard

High

The Simulation module

event impact

quantifying the

Output:

must extract events in

reflected in the models.

Request for the
quantification of an

Controller

The Cloud Controller

The data visualisation

Visualize data,
based on user

Output: Cloud

Output: Cloud

and the DCF modules

Controller

must provide the

High

appropriate input.

IReq24

CloudBoard

Input: Cloud
Controller

The visualisations must
integrate basic event

High

information and impact.
The Cloud Controller

Request for event
handling

IReq25

CloudBoard

Output: Cloud
Controller

must select the
appropriate pre-defined

High

alternatives based on
the type of events.

Simulate an
alternative plan

IReq26

Simulation

Input: Cloud
Controller,
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Integration
Activity

IReq.

Target

Tool

Module

Dependencies
Optimisation

Comments

Priority
Level

values of the
performance metrics for
each plan.

Send the simulation
results

Output: Cloud
IReq27

Simulation

Controller,
Optimisation

The Controller may act
as orchestration for the
whole decision support

High

process.
The Cloud Controller

Optimise the
production

IReq32

Optimisation

scheduling

Input: Cloud
Controller

module extracts the
values of the

High

performance metrics for
the current plan.
The Cloud Controller

Optimise the
transportation and
dock management

IReq33

Optimisation

Input: Cloud
Controller

plan

the production

IReq34

Optimisation

performance metrics for

Output: Cloud

as orchestration for the

Controller

whole decision support

High

process.

Send the results for

The Controller may act

the optimisation of
IReq35

Optimisation

and dock

Output: Cloud

as orchestration for the

Controller

whole decision support

High

process.

management plan

The visualisations must

Visualize the results
of the decision

High

The Controller may act

scheduling

the transportation

values of the
the current plan.

Send the results for
the optimisation of

module extracts the

IReq36

CloudBoard

support process

Input: Cloud

refer to the disruptive

Controller

events and the affected

High

KPIs.
The Cloud Controller

Select a decision
plan

IReq37

CloudBoard

Output: Cloud
Controller

must maintain the
details of each proposed

High

plan and the currently
affected plan.

Send notifications to

IReq38

CloudBoard

Input: Cloud
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Integration
Activity

IReq.

Target

Tool

Module

Dependencies

stakeholders

Controller

Comments

Priority
Level

search the roles that are
notified per decision
The actual
implementation on the

Reconfigure CPS

IReq39

CPS

Input: Cloud
Controller

physical elements is
difficult to be realised
due to the
operationalisation of the
environment.
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4 Integration Plan
Integration and deployment process
We introduce a subjective metric that enables the owner of a single DISRUPT module to assess the
readiness of the module to be integrated into the various integration phases. The metric enforces a
self-assessment approach from the module owner side, in which the owner declares the readiness
level that the module has achieved. This scoring approach is necessary, so both integration and
testing purposes, since it facilitates the conditions under which the module is released for integration.
The following level scores can be declared in this metric:


Level 0: The design and technical specifications of the module are complete;



Level 1: An initial version of the module, including a stub version of the public interface is
available;



Level 2: A draft release of the module is available, including a user interface, if this is
applicable;



Level 3: A first complete release of the module is available for the intended scope of use,
based on the initial specifications;



Level 4: The module has been revised, based on user validation tests;



Level 5: The module has reached the final release.

For each level, the module owner is responsible for undertaking a series of release steps that ensure
the proper operational capability of the module and facilitate the implementation of a quality
assurance release process. The release management includes the following principles:
1. The module owner should decide on the deployment status of the individual module.
Essentially, two options can be envisaged, namely a) module as a service, and b) module as
a DISRUPT platform component.
2. From internal to external releases, the module owners should perform unit tests to verify that
the envisaged functionalities of the module are properly propagated. This will ensure the
module release version addresses the intended functions and features for this specific
release.
3. In case of the (a) deployment option, the module owner must provide guidelines on how the
module can be accessed. Such kind of integration must clarify whether the module raises any
requirements for central data management facilities.
4. In the second deployment option (b), the module is deployed within a single DISRUPT
environment. In this case, the owner is responsible for drafting the guidelines for deployment
and declaring the public interface, through which the module functionalities are accessible to
other modules and systems.
5. In either (a) or (b) option, the module owner and the DISRUPT integrator (ATC) jointly
perform tests on accessing the public interface under different scenarios that reflect the
intended context of the module use.
6. Only if the release versions successfully pass the integration tests, they are fed into the use
case instantiation pipeline.
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The precise and well-described documentation of the DISRUPT modules is a key success for smooth,
timely and efficient integration. This documentation covers the following sections:


Overall high-level design: this section clarifies the intention of use of this module in the
context of the DISRUPT lifecycle functions and the features that are offered in this module.



Detailed design: this section elaborates on the architectural specifications and the
implementation details of the module, including the used technologies and the detailed API
specification of the tool. Any existing background knowledge should be clearly documented in
this section, while it should provide examples of use in the context of the DISRUPT
operational processes. Any interaction to other DISRUPT modules should be highlighted here.



Deployment and maintenance: this section mentions the dependencies on any external
software, as well as a step-by-step guidance on the appropriate module installation and
deployment, including licensing issues.

In the following section, we describe the plan for commencing on the integration activities and the
go-live scenarios of the DISRUPT environment.

General plan for the integration of the DISRUPT modules
Following the general plan for the execution of the DISRUPT project, which has been listed on the
Description of Action of the DISRUPT Grant Agreement, in this section we present the plan for the
delivery of the DISRUPT platform environment. This plan emphasises on the integration of the
different modules and components, based on the relevant activities and their prioritisation presented
in Section 3.3.
More specifically, the integration of the DISRUPT platform lasts until the end of the project (M36),
exhibiting an interim release of the integrated environment by M24 (following the two versions of
Deliverable D5.1). Apart from these two external release dates for the integrated platform, we
consider at least an intermediate internal release by M30, which aims to reflect the progress of the
integration activities from M24 up to M30. This is a critical turning point from the development and
testing phase to the operational phase of the project, since, by that date, almost all the DISRUPT
modules will have been delivered in their final version and the platform should have been customised
and be released for intense piloting from the two industrial partners (CRF and ARCELIK). Thus, the
DISRUPT integration plan distinguishes between three major milestones for the go-live scenarios:


Milestone 1: External release of the interim DISRUPT integrated environment



Milestone 2: Internal release of the DISRUPT integrated environment for piloting



Milestone 3: Final external release of the DISRUPT integrated environment

In the rest of this section, we analyse these milestones and explain the scope for each of them, the
integration activities that are included in each milestone and the role of the partners in the
implementation of the planned activities.
4.2.1

Milestone 1: External release of the interim DISRUPT integrated environment

Scope: To provide a working prototype of the DISRUPT capabilities to monitor and evaluate
disruptions occurred in the smart manufacturing ecosystem.
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Activities planning: In this milestone, we emphasise on a set of the DISRUPT capabilities that
enable the end users to monitor the operational capacity of the manufacturing processes and initiate
a decision making process. The main functions that are addressed in this milestone are those, which
are described in Sections 2.4, 2.5, 2.6 and 2.7. However, the functions in Sections 2.1 and 2.2 are
also considered. To this end, in this milestone, the integration activities, which we describe on Table
4-1, are included. These activities are prioritized, based on the priority level given on Table 3-10.
Table 4-1: The activities for the milestone 1 of the integration plan.

Integration Activity
Connect model elements with
data sources
Provide a model export
functionality
Consume a simulation model

Who

Modules
Involved

the plant floor and the supply
chain
Acquire data from external EIS

Deadline

Modelling, DCF

Final

M20

M23

BOC

Modelling

Final

M20

M24

SIMPLAN

Simulation

Draft

M20

M23

Preliminary

M20

M24

CPS, DCF

Draft

M20

M24

DCF

Draft

M18

M24

ATC

DCF

Draft

M18

M24

SAG, ATC

CEP, DCF

Draft

M18

M24

ATC

CloudBoard

Draft

M18

M24

Draft

M18

M24

ATC

services and data flows
Send low-level information from

Start

BOC, ATC

Consume the models for the
orchestration of the DISRUPT

Version

CNR,
ATC, SAG

Cloud
Controller

ATC, CRF,
ARCELIK

Provide an interface to
distribute the stored low-level
information
Publish and distribute detected
events for at least two different
event types
Develop a draft UI version,
including user management,
actual multiscale data and event
visualisation
Cloud
Present impact of events

ATC,

Controller,

SIMPLAN

Simulation,
CloudBoard
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Integration Activity
Receive optimisation of the
production scheduling, based on
a single event

Who

ATC,
AUEB

Modules
Involved

Version

Start

Deadline

Draft

M18

M24

Draft

M18

M24

Draft

M18

M24

Cloud
Controller,
Optimisation
Cloud

Assess an optimised plan
through simulation

ATC,

Controller,

SIMPLAN,

Simulation

AUEB

(and
Optimisation)

Visualise an optimised plan and
the results of the simulation

Cloud
ATC

Controller,
CloudBoard

Outcome: This milestone will deliver a first working draft of the DISRUPT platform that implements
the collection of multisource data, their processing for detecting events and a preliminary analysis of
the necessary plans to mitigate the disruptions observed in the production scheduling.
4.2.2

Milestone 2: Internal release of the DISRUPT integrated environment for piloting

Scope: To deliver the fully functional DISRUPT platform that will be used in the piloting phase of the
project to enable decision makers to assess disruptions occurred in the smart manufacturing
ecosystem.
Activities planning: In this milestone, the whole set of the DISRUPT capabilities will be considered.
Although the work in Task 4.3 for the predictive analytics part is due after the end date of this
milestone, a working draft of the respective module will be ready at M30 to facilitate the continuous
user validation that is planned from the two pilot DISRUPT users. To this end, in this milestone, the
integration activities, which we describe on Table 4-2, are included. Again, these activities are
prioritized, based on the priority level given on Table 3-10.
Table 4-2: The activities for the milestone 2 of the integration plan.

Integration Activity
Provide interfaces for uploading
a model
Consume a simulation model
Consume a production schedule
model

Who

Modules
Involved

Version

Start

Deadline

Modelling

Modelling

Final

M25

M30

SIMPLAN

Simulation

Final

M25

M27

AUEB

Optimisation

Final

M25

M27

SAG

CEP

Final

M25

M28

Consume a model for the
configuration of event detection
rules
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Integration Activity

Who

Modules

Version

Start

Deadline

Final

M25

M28

Final

M26

M28

CPS

Final

M28

M30

CPS, DCF

Final

M25

M30

DCF

Final

M25

M30

ATC

DCF

Final

M25

M30

ATC

DCF

Final

M25

M30

SAG, ATC

CEP, DCF

Final

M25

M30

SAG, ATC

Analytics, DCF

Draft

M27

M30

ATC

CloudBoard

Final

M25

M30

Final

M25

M30

Final

M25

M30

Involved

Consume a model for the
configuration of cyber-physical

CNR

CPS

operations
Configure DISRUPT
orchestration, based on models
Connect to physical elements in
the factory and the supply chain
Publish captured low-level
events
Provide additional interfaces for
the data acquisition from
external EIS

ATC

Cloud
Controller

CNR
CNR,
ATC, SAG
ATC, CRF,
ARCELIK

Provide an interface to
distribute the stored low-level
information
Provide aggregated low-level
data in batch form
Publish and distribute detected
events for at least two different
event types
Publish and distribute predicted
events for at least two different
event types
Finalise the DISRUPT UI for
visualizing multiscale
operational data
Cloud
Present impact of events

ATC,

Controller,

SIMPLAN

Simulation,
CloudBoard

Finalise the DISRUPT UI for
event visualization to distinguish
between detected and predicted

ATC

CloudBoard

events and their impact
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Integration Activity
Receive optimisation of the
production scheduling, based on
multiple events

Who

ATC,
AUEB

Modules
Involved

management plan, based on

ATC, CNR

Controller,

SIMPLAN,
AUEB,
CNR

browsing individual plans, or

M25

M30

Final

M25

M30

Final

M25

M30

Final

M25

M30

Final

M25

M30

Final

M25

M30

Optimisation

Controller,

Cloud
Controller,
Simulation
(and
Optimisation)

Visualize the results of the
decision support process by

Final

Optimisation

ATC,
through simulation

Deadline

Cloud

multiple events

Assess an optimised plan

Start

Cloud

Receive optimisation of the
transportation and dock

Version

Cloud
ATC

Controller,
CloudBoard

comparing them.

Cloud
Select a decision plan

ATC

Controller,
CloudBoard

Send notifications about
implementation of a decision
plan to stakeholders

Cloud
ATC

Controller,
CloudBoard

Outcome: This milestone will deliver the first fully integrated DISRUPT platform, which facilitates the
planned design time and runtime capabilities of the platform.
4.2.3

Milestone 3: Final external release of the DISRUPT integrated environment

Scope: To fine tune the DISRUPT platform, following the user validation in two pilot cases.
Activities planning: In this milestone, we emphasise on the calibration of the DISRUPT functions,
according to the feedback resulting from the two pilot scenarios. The main focus is on the
functionalities provided by the decision support toolkit, the CPS, the Cloud Controller and the
CloudBoard, while the piloting period will be exploited to optimize the Analytics module for the
prediction of disruptive events.
One of the activities in this milestone is the integration of the Cloud Controller with the CPS module
for the reconfiguration of the cyber-physical operations to implement a decision. As mentioned on
Table 3-10, this is a low priority action, but, depending on the availability of the pilots’ operational
environment, we will examine this integration activity.
Outcome: This milestone will deliver the final fully integrated DISRUPT platform.
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Customisation of the plan for the pilot cases
In order to validate DISRUPT, the platform is customized into two use cases for the scenarios
developed in the context of the CRF and the ARCELIK operational needs. Since the integration
activities involve the use of pilot data and the implementation of user specific scenarios, the
integration plan, which results in the delivery of the DISRUPT platform, should be instantiated for
these pilot cases. In this section, we provide the steps for this instantiation.
In general, the implementation of the integrated platform for the two pilot scenarios runs in parallel.
Thus, the integration plan needs to consider the following, when it is instantiated for these pilot
cases:


The connection of the model elements with the data sources in CRF and ARCELIK (as it is
described in D4.1) needs to be adjusted to the available interfaces or data schemas. Essentially,
the availability of data is a critical factor in the implementation of the DISRUPT integration plan.
As such, the type of the data integration mechanism may influence the integration plan.



By default, the simulation models for CRF and ARCELIK differ, so the integration activity for the
configuration of the simulation module should be customized and tested for the two different
models. The same stands for the production planning and scheduling models or the
transportation and dock management models, which are used to configure the Optimisation
modules.



DISRUPT uses the models to configure the orchestration processes of the cloud Controller. Since
these models differ among the various business scenarios, this integration activity must be
instantiated accordingly.



The definition of events might be universal and cross sector, but the realization of their origin, as
well as the investigation of the event dynamics are subject to the particular business case. Thus,
in DISRUPT, the two pilot cases may imply that the activities for the definition of the event
detection rules and the specification of the prediction patterns lead to different integration
activities.



Data acquisition is subject to the existing interoperability mechanisms deployed in the CRF and
ARCELIK systems’ environment. Thus, the process for data acquisition from external EIS must
consider these mechanisms.



The above-mentioned characteristic applies for the data captured at CPS level. This data refers to
the operational environment of each pilot and, thus, the integration of this DISRUPT capability
requires that separate efforts are in place.



Of course, the implementation of user level functionalities at the CloudBoard is subject to the
requirements of the end users in the CRF and ARCELIK. Since this is the front end that the
stakeholders will access to realise the DISRUPT capabilities, it means that the CloudBoard
interactions and visualization have to comply with the specific business scenarios at CRF and
ARCELIK, which may lead to the customization of the CloudBoard interaction with the Cloud
Controller.

The above considerations for the customization of the integration plan drive the specification of the
manual for the deployment and the maintenance of the DISRUPT platform, which is described in the
next section.
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Manual for the deployment of the platform
As we demonstrated in Figure 2-2, DISRUPT is deployed in a distributed manner across the different
environments of a manufacturing ecosystem. In this section, we describe the steps required when
DISRUPT and the whole set of the respective modules have to be deployed in a new manufacturing
organization. The deployment process refers to the DISRUPT as a prototype implementation resulting
from a research and innovation action project. Probably, in the future, this deployment needs to
change to accommodate any modifications implied from the exploitation and commercialization
needs.
Following the deployment requirements reflected in Figure 2-2, the DISRUPT modules are disposed at
four distributed environments, as explained in this section.
Deployment at the plant floor environment
Within the environment of the manufacturing organization and the plant floor, DISRUPT needs to
integrate with the existing EIS and the already installed cyber-physical infrastructure. To this end, the
DCF module has to deploy the part for the acquisition of the different manufacturing data from the
existing software systems. The exact deployment and configuration parameters of this DCF
component have to be examined case by case so that the proper connection with the existing
infrastructures is achieved. The same applies for the deployment of CPS, which relates to the
connection of the DISRUPT data collection infrastructure with the existing cyber-physical systems.
The selection of the message bus implementation implies that these infrastructures can take the role
of publishers. Two options are considered for the acquisition phase, namely a push and a pull mode.
In the push mode, the intended information sources must be configured to send the raw data to the
appropriate message bus channels. This is a deployment configuration steps that is performed at the
plant floor level. In the pull mode, DCF implements a specific client, which crawls the required
information from the available interfaces of the existing infrastructures and transmits this information
to the message bus. At this point, the deployment at the plant floor refers to the DCF software
component, which collects the information and then communicates it to the message bus. In both
cases, the message bus is a deployment action at the core platform side.
Deployment at the supply chain environment
As happens for the deployment activities at the plant floor, DISRUPT needs to be integrated into the
supply chain environment. This relates to both the CPS and the DCF modules, which interface with
the EIS and cyber-physical infrastructures exist across the supply chain.
Deployment of the DISRUPT core platform
As shown in Figure 2-2, the deployment of the core DISRUPT platform relates to the configuration of
the following components:
-

The Cloud Controller, which is configured, based on the models so that this component
orchestrates the main DISRUPT runtime operations;

-

The CEP module, which is fed with deterministic rules on how events should be raised after
processing the collected data from the plant floor and the supply chain environments;

-

The Analytics module, which matches the prediction patterns with the data and events
collected from the plant floor and the supply chain environments;
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The decision support modules, namely the simulation and the optimization modules, which
are configured with the appropriate simulation and optimization models;

-

The DCF components, which are deployed to receive data and events from the plant floor
and the supply chain environments;

Deployment at the end user side
All the DISRUPT modules adopt a Web-based philosophy for the development of the front-end
interfaces. Thus, on the computational environment of the DISRUPT end users, the deployment
activities refer only to the configuration of the Web browser to access the user interfaces of the
Modelling and the Analytics modules for the intended design-time capabilities and the CloudBoard
module for navigating to the runtime mode of the DISRUPT functions.
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5 CloudBoard Specifications
This section works on top of the initial activities for the specifications of the CloudBoard mock-up
screens, which were performed in the context of the user requirement activities in WP1 and were
detailed in the DISRUPT Deliverable D1.4 [10], which was due M18 (February 2018).
The DISRUPT platform integrates the CloudBoard module, which is involved in most of the DISRUPT
functions of Section 2 and offers visualization of the results for monitoring the current operational
capacity of the manufacturing organisation and supporting the decision making process for handling
disruptions. The following integrated views have been identified in the use cases specified in D1.4: a)
integrated view of production, inventories and incoming orders, b) integrated view of inbound
logistics, c) integrated view of captured events, d) integrated view for the evaluation of an alternative
via KPIs and e) integrated view for comparing alternatives.

Prototype Screens for the FCA/CRF pilot scenario
In this section, we provide a set of prototype mock-up user interfaces as the realisation of the use
cases for the FCA/CRF case study. Figure 5-1 shows the home page of the FCA/CRF case study,
which emphasises on the inbound logistics and material availability scenarios. In this mock-up screen,
we provide an integrated view for the automation of the monitoring services across the different
manufacturing and supply chain operations. In this case study, we focus on the monitoring of the
inbound logistics and the supply chain management services, as we detailed in the use cases UC 1.1
and UC 1.2 of the DISRUPT Deliverable D1.4. In the same screen, we provide the front-end
realisation integrated view for the captured events and alerts, as a result of the use cases UC 2.1 UC2.15.
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Figure 5-1: The FCA/CRF use case – home page.

Figure 5-2 digs into the details of the separate monitoring processes of the supply chain and inbound
logistics operations. It, thus, presents how the use cases for monitoring the operations for the supply
chain and the inbound logistics (UC 1.1 and UC 1.2), the materials availability (UC 1.5) and the
customer orders (UC 1.6) are further instantiated for the FCA/CRF case. This figure shows that
DISRUPT monitors multiscale and multisource data, since the status of the monitoring assets may
vary from low level logs to production, supply chain and manufacturing operations management KPIs.
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Figure 5-2: The FCA/CRF use case – monitoring the supply chain.

Figure 5-3 shows the overview of the events captured by the DISRUPT CPS/CEP or from the analysis
of the data collected and aggregated into the DISRUPT data collection framework (UC 2.1 – UC 2.15).
It is noted that this mock-up user interface integrates the use cases for raising actual events (UC 2.1
– UC 2.7), predicting events (UC 2.8 and UC 2.14), as well as manually managing events from human
resources (UC 2.15). Further to it, Figure 5-3 integrates the result from the implementation of UC 3.1
– UC 3.4, which relates to the impact of detected or predicted events in the current production
planning and scheduling operations.
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Figure 5-3: The FCA/CRF use case – overview of events and their impact.

Figure 5-4 shows only the events captured by CEP in the inbound logistics process: The user can see
different information about each event:
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the ID of the disruptive event (unique number);



the transport package or asset that is affected by the event;



the reason for the occurred/observed disruption (suppliers, transport or dock station) and
related ID;



explanation of the disruption to understand the causes of the event;



the value for the type of the identified event (i.e. the amount of the experienced delay);



the status of the event: in the list the user can see the new events just detected, the pending
events for which an implementation solution has not yet been selected and the events that
have been solved and for which the solution can’t change.



the level of critically: this depend on the gap between the transport arrival time (considering
the delay) and when the part numbers affected by delay are requested at the production
lineside.

Figure 5-4: The FCA/CRF use case – View on all disruptive events for inbound logistics.

For the selected events, it is possible for the CloudBoard to retrieve additional detailed information
about the part number affected by the delay (Figure 5-5). Once a new event has been detected, the
platform automatically creates the default scenarios, running the models for all the events not already
solved (new and pending ones). The solutions provide new transport plan and new dock assignment
implementing different strategies to deal with the delay events minimizing the total cost (UC 4.2) and
the cost for the deployment of the new production plan (UC 4.1).
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Figure 5-5: The FCA/CRF use case – Disruptive events details.

In Figure 5-6, the user can see the comparison of the default scenarios. In particular, per each
scenario it is possible to visualise the solution details and the related KPIs for the strategies to
implement (Figure 5-7).

Figure 5-6: The FCA/CRF use case – handling events through alternatives.
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Figure 5-7: The FCA/CRF use case – KPIs for selected scenario.

If the end user wants more details about the strategies, the platform can provide for each event and
the related part numbers affected the information and the CloudBoard will visualise the difference
between, for example, the planned dock assignment and the new one proposed by the optimization
models, as shown in Figure 5-8.

Figure 5-8: The FCA/CRF use case – solution details for each disruptive events.
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Figure 5-9: The FCA/CRF use case – evaluating alternatives and their impact to production.

Figure 5-9 implements the interaction of the DISRUPT environment with the CRF stakeholders to
change the production configuration model for simulation (UC 5.1 – UC 5.2). Specifically, in this
figure, we present how the use cases for evaluating the alternatives (UC 5) are visualised to the CRF
end users. This mock-up visualisation provides an integrated view of the evaluation of an alternative
via KPIs. The comparison of the two alternatives is implemented in the mock-up screen visualisation
of Figure 5-10.
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Figure 5-10: The FCA/CRF use case – comparing alternatives.

Finally, Figure 5-11 realises the front-end mock-up visualisation of the UC 6 use cases for
implementing the selected alternative. It integrates the interactions of the CRF end users with UC 6.1
– UC 6.3 in the same view.
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Figure 5-11: The FCA/CRF use case – implementing selected alternatives.

Prototype Screens for the ARCELIK pilot scenario
In this section, we provide a set of prototype mock-up user interfaces as the realisation of the use
cases for the ARCELIK case study.

Figure 5-12: The ARCELIK use case – home page.
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Figure 5-12 shows the home page of the ARCELIK use case. In this mock-up screen, we demonstrate
the realisation of the integrated views for the automation of the monitoring services across the
different manufacturing and production planning operations. In the ARCELIK case, we focus on the
monitoring of the production capacity (UC 1.4) and inventory management (UC 1.5). In the same
screen, we provide the front-end realisation integrated view for the captured events and alerts, as a
result of the use cases UC 2.1 - UC2.15.
Figure 5-13 digs into the details of the separate monitoring processes for the factory operations. It,
thus, presents how the use cases for monitoring the operation of machines and manufacturing lines
and the process for the production capacity utilisation are further instantiated for the ARCELIK case
(UC 1.3 and UC 1.4).

Figure 5-13: The ARCELIK use case – monitoring the factory ecosystem.

Figure 5-14 shows the overview of the events captured by the DISRUPT CPS or produced after the
analysis of the data collected and aggregated into the DISRUPT data collection framework (UC 2.1 –
UC 2.15). It is noted that this mock-up user interface integrates the use cases for predicting events
(UC 2.8 and UC 2.14), as well as manually managing events from human resources (UC 2.15).
Further to it, Figure 5-14 integrates the result from the implementation of UC 3.1 – UC 3.4, which
relates to the impact of detected or predicted events in the current production planning and
scheduling operations in the ARCELIK environment.
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Figure 5-14: The ARCELIK use case – overview of events and their impact.

Figure 5-15 shows the realisation of the use cases for handling events through suggesting alternative
production planning and scheduling (UC 4). This screen also implements the interaction of the
DISRUPT environment with the ARCELIK stakeholders to change the production configuration model
for simulation (UC 5.1 and UC 5.2).
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Figure 5-15: The ARCELIK use case – handling events through alternatives.

In Figure 5-16, we present how the use cases for evaluating the alternatives (UC 5) are visualised to
the ARCELIK end users. This mock-up visualisation provides an integrated view for the evaluation of
an alternative via KPIs. The comparison of the two alternatives is implemented in the mock-up screen
visualisation of Figure 5-17. It is noted that these mock-up screens are the same views as in Figure
5-9 and Figure 5-10.
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Figure 5-16: The ARCELIK use case – evaluating alternatives and their impact to production.
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Figure 5-17: The ARCELIK use case – comparing alternatives.

Finally, Figure 5-18 realises the front-end mock-up visualisation of the UC 6 use cases for
implementing the selected alternative. It integrates the interactions of the ARCELIK end users with
UC 6.1 – UC 6.3 in the same view. It is noted that this is the same view as in Figure 5-11.
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Figure 5-18: The ARCELIK use case – implementing selected alternatives.
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6 Conclusion
This document presented the results of the work performed in task T2.4 about the specification of the
integration plan. The report presented a coherent roadmap for the implementation and integration
activities of the DISRUPT platform, in order to deliver the intended scenarios for management
disruptions in smart manufacturing ecosystems.
The document started with setting the context of integration by presenting the DISRUPT design time
and runtime functions. These functions reflect the need for the interconnection of the DSIRUPT
modules with each other and with the external information systems. Based in these functions, the
deliverable analysed the integration requirements and compiled a set of activities that should be
fulfilled so that DISRUPT delivers the integrated fully functional platform that assists stakeholders in
managing decision making in smart manufacturing ecosystems.
This deliverable worked upon mainly the outcome of other tasks in WP2, namely the output of the
DISRUPT Deliverables D2.1 and D2.2. Furthermore, the specifications of the user scenarios and the
expectations of the pilot users, as they were reflected in WP1 and the Deliverable D1.4, have driven
the analysis of the integration requirements in this plan. In fact, such scenarios have revealed the
need for customising the integration activities per pilot scenario. This effort has provided a set of
integration guidelines for the development activities in WP5. Specifically, the list of activities in the
integration plan offers guidance for the work in task T5.1 and the development of the integrated
DISRUPT platform, while task T5.2 will benefit from this plan in terms of analysing the required pilot
specific information that drives the customisation of the plan to the two use cases. Finally, this
deliverable will be exploited in the activities of WP6, as the identification of integration requirements
and the interoperability scenarios between the modules drive the licensing approaches for the
DISRUPT modules and the exploitation potentials that need to be developed by each module owner.
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Annex B: List of Acronyms
Acronym

Description

BNA

Broad Network Access

CEP

Complex Event Processing

CPS

Cyber-Physical Systems

CSV

Comma-Separated Values

DCF

Data Collection Framework

EIS

Enterprise Information Systems

FR

Functional Requirement

HDFS

Hadoop Distributed File System

HTTP

Hypertext Transfer Protocol

IaaS

Infrastructure as a Service

IBPM

Industrial Business Process Management

ICT

Information and Communication Technologies

ID

Identification Number

IReq

Integration Requirement

IoT

Internet of Things

KPI

Key Performance Indicator

MS

Measured Service

NFR

Non functional requirements

ODSS

On-demand self-service

PaaS

Platform as a Service

PDF

Portable Document Format

RE

Rapid Elasticity

REST

Representational State Transfer

RP

Resource Pooling

SaaS

Software as a Service

SOAP

Simple Access Object Protocol

TCP/IP

Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol

URL

Uniform Resource Locator

WP

Work Package

XML

Extensible Markup Language
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